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Parallel Port Complete: Programming Interfacing & Using the PC'S Parallel Printer PortLakeview Research, 2002
The book is designed to serve readers with a variety of backgrounds and interests: Programmers will find code examples that show how to use the port in all of its modes. If you program in Visual Basic, you can use the routines directly in your programs.

For hardware designers, there are details about the port circuits and how to...
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Introduction to Digital Professional Mobile Radio (Artech House Mobile Communications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
Offering unique insight from the author's years of experience working with  this technology, the book presents a comparison of the properties of   conventional analogue and new digital PMR systems.     

       This practical new book is written for mobile communication professionals who are involved in the planning, design, testing,...
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Applied SOA: Service-Oriented Architecture and Design StrategiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
You need more than theory to make SOA work.
    You need this practical guide.    

    The challenge today's IT professionals face is not how to build a service. It's how to build a quality service, based on solid design principles and integrated into an architecture that enhances overall business...
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Electronics System Design Techniques for Safety Critical Applications (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2008
The main purpose of the present manuscript addresses the development of techniques for the evaluation and the hardening of designs implemented on SRAM-based Field Programmable Gate Arrays against the radiation induced effects such as Single Event Upsets (SEUs) or Soft-Errors (SEs). The perspective of the analysis and the design flows proposed in...
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Building Cocoa Applications : A Step by Step GuideO'Reilly, 2002
Building Cocoa Applications is an ideal book for serious developers who want to write programs for the Mac OS X using Cocoa.  It's a no-nonsense, hands-on text that's filled with examples -- not only simple and self-contained examples of individual Cocoa features, but extended examples of complete applications with enough sophistication...
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Programming Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009Packt Publishing, 2009
Microsoft Dynamics NAV is a well established Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) application, part of the Microsoft Dynamics family. Dynamics NAV is installed worldwide, with well over one million users. Version 2009 contains many major new features and structures, requiring even experienced Dynamics NAV developers to refresh their NAV development...
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Sustainable Solar Housing, Volume 2: Exemplary Buildings and TechnologiesEarthscan, 2007

	* * An auspicious and comprehensive two-volume treatment of current solar energy strategies and technologies employed in buildings

	

	* * Offers the reader a solid platform for assessing environmental and economic concerns for housing projects, and offers guidance on implementing the most appropriate course of action

	...
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Handbook of Plastic OpticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	This volume is the only book to describe in detail all aspects of plastic optics from design issues to production technology and quality control aspects. Throughout, the focus is firmly set on practical applications, making this an indispensable source of information for all those working in optics research and development.


	Topics...
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Bioinformatics: The Machine Learning Approach, Second Edition (Adaptive Computation and Machine Learning)MIT Press, 2001

	We have been very pleased, beyond our expectations, with the reception of
	the first edition of this book. Bioinformatics, however, continues to evolve
	very rapidly, hence the need for a new edition. In the past three years, fullgenome
	sequencing has blossomed with the completion of the sequence of
	the fly and the first draft of the...
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A First Systems Book: Technology and Management (Second Edition)World Scientific Publishing, 2004

	To tackle the complex problems of life today, we need to coordinate a wide range of expertise. Systems concepts and methods offer the means of integrating the contributions of specialists, including managers, scientists and engineers. The book introduces simple yet sound concepts and a language understandable to all concerned. Its methods of...
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Digital Design: Principles and Practices (4th Edition, Book only)Prentice Hall, 2005

	Appropriate for a first or second course in digital logic design. Blends academic precision and practical experience in an authoritative introduction to basic principles of digital design and practical requirements. With over 30 years of experience in both industrial and university settings, the author covers the most widespread logic design...
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Treatise on Process Metallurgy, Volume 2: Process PhenomenaElsevier Limited, 2014

	Process metallurgy provides academics with the fundamentals of the manufacturing of metallic materials, from raw materials into finished parts or products.


	Coverage is divided into three volumes, entitled Process Fundamentals, encompassing process fundamentals, extractive and refining processes, and metallurgical process...
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